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Greatest Days of The World 

SURAH AAL E IMRAN  AYAH 102 - 103 

 

 

Here Allah is telling that we need to have taqwa and we need to be cautious of our 
behavior and our actions. We should not die except as believers. 

What helps us to be cautious? 

− We need to be one group and one team. We cannot achieve anything alone. We 
need to work together 

− We need to go to Allah as a group. We need to hold fast to the rope of Allah. 

− We need to hold the hands of each other and enter the ten days of Dhul Hijjah. 
We need to hold to the rope of Allah and never separate. The Shaitaan wants us to 
be separated. He will give us a hundred reasons to be separate and he will magnify 
these reasons. If we will be separated then we will be weak and the Shaitan has 
power on one person more than a group. 

− In Hajj we need to be out with a different crowd and we are among so many people 

Then Allah tells us to remember the favors of Allah. Before we did not know the Quran or 
Sunnah and Allah favored us and reformed us. Before we were enemies and Allah united 
our hearts. We need to remember the favors of Allah. Allah taught us the deen and this is a 
big favor from Allah. We were misguided and we were at the edge of Hellfire and it is Allah’s 
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favor that He picked us from the edge of the fire and He guided us towards the religion. 
Allah made the Ayat clear so we are guided towards the knowledge and the actions that are 
good for us. 

SURAH AN NISA AYAH 1-2 

 

Here Allah is addressing all of mankind and telling them to have taqwa and be cautious and 
to not follow your desires. All the fights between people is due to desires. We should not let 
us desires control us. Allah is telling us when you follow your desires, you transgress and 
you exceed your boundaries and you violate the rules. We all look different but Allah created 
us from Adam. And from Adam Allah created his wife and then from Adam and Hawa all of 
the humans were so there should not be any problems between us. Then Allah again 
mentions Taqwa and tells us that He is watchful over us. 

SURAH AHZAAB AYAH 70-71 

 

Here Allah is addressing the believers and commanding them to have Taqwa (by controlling 
your desire) and to say a word that is good. You only speak what is good. You are 
accountable for any word that you say.  Allah says if you do the above then Allah will reform 
our deeds and he will forgive our sins. Then Allah tells us the one who is obedient to Allah 
and His messenger then that person will indeed have a great success. 
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The Prophet used to mention the above Ayat before any speech that he delivered on any 
topic. The common things in the above Ayat is Taqwa.  Taqwa means to stop following your 
desires. If our desire wants something contrary to what Allah commanded us then we need 
to stop listening and following our desires.  

Ten Days of Dhul Hijjah 
The first ten days of Dhul Hijjah are the greatest days of the world. We need to feel that 
these days are the best days of the entire year. It is only ten days but difficult because unlike 
Ramadan the Shaitaan is not chained and there are no changes in the universe like the gates 
of paradise opening and the gates of Hellfire closing. The first ten days of Dhul Hijjah is a 
great opportunity to reform and upgrade ourselves. 

When we want to build a building, we need the foundation as well as the building that will 
be built on that foundation. If the foundation is not built well the building will collapse. 
Similarly, the foundation for our deeds is our heart. So before talking about any deeds we 
need to do, we need to discuss how to take care of our heart. There is no point in doing 
deeds without feelings in the heart. 

Allah gave us the heart to feel. A heart that does not feel is dead. We need to feel that these 
days are the greatest days of the year. Allah is watching our heart so we need to prepare our 
heart. We need to thank Allah to give us the opportunity of the ten greatest days of the 
world. 

Allah the most Great swears by the greatest ten days in Surah Fajr. Fajr is the start of the 
day. This signifies start of a new reformed person in these days. The person going for hajj is 
cleansed and he starts a new life. Dhul Hijjah represents a new dawn and start for us. 

A dead person does not feel anything whether happiness or sad. So only a live sound heart 
can feel the greatest days of Dhul Hijjah. Even an alive person but sick cannot feel 
everything and can something even feel the opposite (if it is not hot he will feel hot and vice 
versa) 

1. Dead Heart – Does not feel anything 
2. Alive heart – Feels the great days  

Allah says in Surah Qaf Ayah 28, that only the alive sound heart will benefit from the 
reminders. And if you don’t feel then listen attentively so  
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Shaitaan wants to corrupt our heart by desires and doubts. Shaitan wants our heart because 
he knows that if the heart is corrupted it will not move for Allah and then the limbs will not 
move for Allah too. The dead heart has no feelings  

Types of Heart  
There are three types of hearts: 

1. Alive heart - An alive heart has feelings of the unseen. 
2. Sick heart – A sick heart has life but it in unable to feel the right from wrong. Just 

like a sick person, a sick hear may feel opposite of the actual.  
3. Dead heart – A dead heart does not feel anything about the unseen 

Feeling is very important in the concept of faith. One of the tricks of Shaitaan is to make us 
focus on the tangible so we don’t focus on the heart 

What makes the heart alive? 
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We need to work towards that which gives life to our heart. There are three things that 
gives life to the heart. The opposite of these three things causes the heart to be dead. 

 

1. TO NOT MAKE PROLONG PLANS  

 

  

 

In order to have an alive heart you need to think you don’t have time and you can leave the 
world at any time. The opposite is that the more longer you think you will live, the more 
dead your heart will be.  

The Prophet said to increase in remembrance of the destroyer of the pleasure i.e. death. We 
have no guarantee of how long we will live. At any time, the angel of death can come to take 
our souls. When we are conscious of our death we will not delay doing of good deeds. 

Ibn Qayyim said to know that our life is short is the most beneficial treatment to make our 
heart alive.  

Allah mentions in the below place in the Quran to tell us that we have a short time in the 
world and we will return to him 
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Surah Baraqah: Ayah 281 

 

Surah Muhminoon: Ayah 115 

 

Surah Ankaboot: Ayah 57 

 

Surah Sajda: Ayah11 

 

Surah Jafia: Ayah 15 
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Surah Ahqaf: Ayah15 

 


